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This work involves a simulation study of different cathode electrode aperture shapes 

(pierce, reversed pierce, cone, reversed cone, triangle, reversed triangle, rectangle, circle, 

and sphere), which confirms that pierce and cone shapes are the best extraction 

apertures. The minimum values of ion beam diameter and ion beam emittance, at 

collector plate placed at 30 mm distance from cathode electrode, were obtained using 

pierce and cone shapes. Moreover, the distance of the ion beam trajectories focal point 

was studied using different shapes of cathode aperture, which was found to decrease with 

increasing the voltage applied to the cathode electrode. The main parameter in this study 

was the applied voltage to the cathode electrode. It was found that the observed changes 

on the ion beam parameters are in the range 100 - 1500 V, but at charges higher than 

these values the behavior of diameter, emittance and focal point of the ion beam were 

quasi-saturated. It was also found that the general behavior of ion beam diameter and its 

emittance nearly the same. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

Simulation programs for ion beam extraction and 

transport are very useful tools before experimental setup, 

that help the designer in selecting the electrodes shape 

and the values of electric or magnetic fields for many 

applications [1 – 3]. Ion beam extraction is the 

intermediate stage between plasma formation and beam 

transport for different applications. Different types of 

extraction systems can be used to extract the ions from 

the plasma [4 – 10]. The type of the extraction system 

depends on the ion source type and the plasma formation 

method. The most common shapes of the extraction 

systems are considering pierce electrode with an angle 

67.5º with ion beam trajectories. The extraction system 

is playing a main role in beam emittance, diameter and 

the distance of the focal point. 

 In the present work, the extraction of ions will be 

diffused from the source through cathode electrode, 

under the assumption that of ion beams self-extraction. 

The plasma density, energy, and the angular distributions 

of the extracted ions depend on the shape of the plasma 

meniscus formed over the cathode electrode. The 

extraction of ions from the plasma region depends upon 

the interaction of the plasma with the surface of the 

cathode electrode. The geometry of the cathode electrode 

plays a vital role in the efficient extraction of the ions 

and the angular divergence of the ion beam. 

The aim of this work is to control the ion beam 

width, where it can be determined by shape of cathode 

electrode. Ion beam quality is determined by many 

parameters (emmitance, brightness, diameter, 

perveance… etc.), which are affecting ion beam 

trajectory (divergent, convergent, parallel or focus). 

Consequently, according to different ion beam 

applications, these parameters are optimized. Ion beam 

diameter and its emittance were controlled by many 

parameters such as; acceleration voltage, extraction gap 

width, acceleration system, focusing system. In this 

study, only the extraction electrode was considered, 

specially, its aperture shape to focus or defocus the ion 

beam. This can be done by mechanical change during 

electrode manufacture without need electric or magnetic 

fields. There are many studies on the shape of extraction 

electrode, but there are few specific studies on the shape 

of the extraction electrode aperture [11, 12], (in the 
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present work the expression of cathode electrode 

aperture or plasma electrode aperture refers to the 

extraction electrode aperture). When the shape of an 

extraction aperture is changed, it will have effects on 

surrounding electric field, and the trace length of ion 

beam in the aperture. 

Simulation of ion beam trajectories  

Simulation programs are useful tools in 

simulating trajectories of ion beam and predicting the 

track of ions. Other parameters of ion beam can also be 

deduced such as; beam emittance, beam diameter …etc. 

which determine the behavior along its path (i.e. 

convergent, divergent, focused or parallel). One of these 

programs is SIMION 3D 7.0; which is a full windows 

program thatcan be used in drawing the electrical or 

magnetic lenses along beam track. The original version 

has been developed by D.C.McGilvery at Latrobe 

University in Australia (1977) [13]. Other ion beam 

optics are; beam transport, accel / decel system, 

analyzing charged particles lenses, ion traps, accelerator 

system …etc. On the other hand, the ion beam is 

influenced by many parameters [14] such as the plasma 

boundary shape, cathode/plasma electrode shape, space 

charge and extraction voltage. The parameters of ion 

beam used in SIMION program were as follows: 

- Plasma boundary shape is flat. 

- Cathode/plasma electrode was of disk shape with 

different aperture shapes. 

- The extraction voltage is in the range 0 – 5000 V 

(Cathode/plasma electrode voltage Vp). 

- Without space charge. 

- The ion beam outlet aperture is 2 mm. 

-  The distance between cathode/plasma electrode 

and collector plate is 30 mm. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Fig. (1) shows the different cathode aperture 

shapes which are drawn up by SIMION program. These 

aperture shapes have an observed effect on the beam 

parameters, where the plasma boundary was considered 

as flat, and the collector plate placed at 30 mm distance 

from cathode/plasma electrode. Fig.(2) shows the 

arrangement of electrodes in the simulation program 

with electric field distribution and ions flay,  the aperture 

is circular in shape.  

 
 
 

 

Fig. (1): Different shapes of outlet cathode/plasma electrode aperture 

 

Fig. (2): An example for simulation process; (a) Electrodes, (b) Electric field distribution between 

electrodes and (c) Ions flay 
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Fig.(3) shows the behavior of the ion beam 

emittance with increasing  Vp, where it can be observed 

that pierce, cone, rectangle and reversed triangle shapes 

gave the lowest values of ion beam emittance, but the 

shape of reversed pierce gave the highest values. While 

the other aperture shapes gave the values in between. 

Also, the reversed pierce’s curve gave a maximum value 

at Vp = 700 V. Fig. (4) shows the difference in ion beam 

emittance as a function in ion beam diameter, for pierce 

and reversed pierce apertures, at the same Vp = 700 V. 

The parameters in the two shapes (a and b) were the 

same except for the aperture shape of cathode/plasma 

electrode. These shapes have an effect on plasma 

meniscus, the distribution of electric field lines and ion 

beam particles trajectory [8]. 

Fig.(5) shows the behavior of the ion beam 

diameter with increasing Vp, where it can be observed 

that the pierce and cone shapes were giving the lowest 

values of ion beam diameter ≈ 4 mm, but its highest 

values were given by the shape of reversed pierce ≈ 13 

mm and reversed cone ≈ 10 mm, (approximately 3 times 

wider, see Fig. 4) while other aperture shapes gave the 

values in between, and the same behavior of ion beam 

emittance. 

Fig.(6) shows the behavior of the focal point with 

increasing Vp. It is clear that all the shapes have the same 

behavior and their values were approximately equal, 

where the shape of aperture has no effect on the focal 

point behavior. Additionally, there are negative values of 

the focal point position which means that the focal point 

was inside the aperture of cathode/plasma electrode. This 

has also occurred with most of shapes except the 

rectangle, reversed triangle, and reversed pierce shapes 

which have \sharp edges leading to a strong electric field 

at theseedges. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. (3): The relation between cathode/plasma electrode voltage and ion beam emittance 

 

 

 

Fig. (4): Effect of aperture shape of cathode/plasma electrode on ion beam emittance and 

diameter, at Vp = 1000 V (a) pierce (b) reversed pierce 
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Fig. (5): The relation between cathode/plasma electrode voltage and ion beam diameter 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. (6): The relation between cathode/plasma electrode voltage and ion beam focal point 
 

 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the present study were very useful 

in the experimental work to irradiate the samples using 

suitable ion beam diameters. From the simulation results, 

it was found that the ion beam diameter can be 

multiplied many times by invers plasma electrode 

surface to opposite surface to use for different size 

samples irradiation. Moreover, it was concluded that the 

irradiation of different size samples can be performed in 

the range from 2 mm up to 13 mm at plasma electrode 

voltage in the range from 100 V up to 1500 V. 
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